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Abstract
We write in superspace the lagrangian containing the fourth power of the
Weyl tensor in the "old minimal" d = 4, N = 2 supergravity, without local
SO(2) symmetry. Using gauge completion, we analyze the lagrangian in
components. We nd out that the auxiliary elds which belong to the Weyl
and compensating vector multiplets have derivative terms and therefore
cannot be eliminated on-shell. Only the auxiliary elds which belong to
the compensating nonlinear multiplet do not get derivatives and could still
be eliminated; we check that this is possible in the leading terms of the
lagrangian. We compare this result to the similar one of "old minimal"
N = 1 supergravity and we comment on possible generalizations to other
versions of N = 1, 2 supergravity.
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1 Introduction
The supersymmetrization of the fourth power of the Riemann tensor has been an active
topic of research. In four dimensions, a term like this would be the leading bosonic con-
tribution to a possible three-loop supergravity counterterm [1]. In type I supergravity
in ten dimensions, an R4 term is necessary to cancel gravitational anomalies [2, 3]. R4
terms also show up in the low energy eld theory eective action of both type II and
heterotic string theories, as was shown in [4, 5, 6].
In previous papers [7, 8] we have worked out the N = 1 supersymmetrization of
R4 in four dimensions. We have shown that, in the \old minimal" formulation with
this term, the auxiliary elds M,N could still be eliminated, but Am could not (it got
derivative couplings in the lagrangian that led to a dynamical eld equation).
The goal of this article is to extend this supersymmetrization toN = 2 supergravity,
which also admits o-shell formulations, and compare the result to the N = 1 one.
We start by briefly reviewing how one can obtain the \old minimal" (without local
SO(2)) N = 2 Poincare supergravity from the conformal theory by coupling to com-
pensating vector and nonlinear multiplets. We then write, in superspace, using the
known chiral projector and chiral density, a lagrangian that contains the fourth power
of the Weyl tensor. We start expanding this action in components and we quickly
conclude that some of these auxiliary elds get derivatives and cannot be eliminated.
For the other auxiliary elds, we make a more detailed analysis and we show that their
derivative terms cancel and, therefore, it should still be possible to eliminate them. We
analyze, for which multiplet (Weyl, compensating vector and compensating nonlinear)
which auxiliary elds can and which cannot be eliminated. We proceed analogously
in the N = 1 case, using the previous known results. We compare the two cases and
discuss what can be generalized.
In appendix B we give a survey of curved SU(2) superspace, namely its eld content
and the solution of the Bianchi identities.
2 N = 2 supergravity in superspace
2.1 N = 2 conformal supergravity in superspace
Conformal supergravity theories were found for N  4 in four dimensions. These theo-
ries have a local internal U(N ) symmetry which acts on the supersymmetry generators
QaA and S
a
A, with a = 1,    ,N ; they can be formulated o-shell in conventional ex-
tended superspace, with structure group SO(1,3)U(N ), where their actions, written
as chiral superspace integrals, are known at the full nonlinear level. For a complete
reference, see the seminal paper [9] or the very nice review [10]. Here we summarize
the main results we need.
In superspace, the main objects are the supervielbein EM and the superconnection
Ω PN (which can be decomposed in its Lorentz and U(N ) parts), in terms of which
we write the torsions T PMN and curvatures R
PQ
MN . Their arbitrary variations are given
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by










Symmetries that are manifest in superspace are general supercoordinate transforma-
tions (which include x-space dieomorphisms and local supersymmetry), with para-
meters ξ, and tangent space (structure group) transformations, with parameters MN .
One can solve forH NM and 
P
MN in terms of these parameters, torsions and curvatures
as
H NM = ξ
PT NPM +rMξN +  NM (2.3)
 PMN = ξ
QR PQMN −rM PN (2.4)
but this does not x all the degrees of freedom of H NM [9, 10]. Namely, H = −14H mm
remains an unconstrained supereld and parametrizes the super-Weyl transformations,
which include the dilatations and the special supersymmetry transformations.
N = 1, 2 Poincare supergravities can be obtained from the corresponding conformal
theories by consistent couplings to compensating multiplets that break superconformal
invariance and local U(N ). There are dierent possible choices of compensating multi-
plets, leading to dierent formulations of the Poincare theory. Because of its relevance
to this paper, we will briefly review the N = 2 case.
The N = 2 Weyl multiplet has 24+24 degrees of freedom. Its eld content is given
by the graviton emµ , the gravitinos ψ
Aa
µ , the U(2) connection ˜
ab
µ , an antisymmetric
tensor Wmn which we decompose as WA _AB _B = 2ε _A _BWAB +2εABW _A _B, a spinor 
a
A and,
as auxiliary eld, a dimension 2 scalar I. In superspace, a gauge choice can be made
(in the supercoordinate transformation) such that the graviton and the gravitinos are















0 −δ AB δ ab 0
0 0 −δ _A_B δ ab

 (2.5)
In the same way, we gauge the fermionic Lorentz superconnection at order θ = 0 to
zero and we can set its bosonic part equal to the usual spin connection:
Ω nµm
∣∣∣ = ω nµm (x)
Ω nAam j , Ω n_Aam
∣∣∣ = 0 (2.6)
The U(2) superconnection ˜ab is such that
˜abµ
∣∣∣ = ˜abµ (2.7)
The other elds are the θ = 0 component of some supereld, which we write in the
same way.
The chiral supereld WAB is the basic object of N = 2 conformal supergravity, in
terms of which the action is written. Other theories with dierent N have its analogous
2
supereld (e.g. WABC in N = 1), but with dierent spinor and (S)U(N ) indices. A
common feature to these superelds is having the antiself-dual part of the Weyl tensor
WABCD := −18W+µνρσσµνABσρσCD in their θ expansion.
In U(2) N = 2 superspace there is an o-shell solution to the Bianchi identities.




Xab, their complex conjugates and their covariant derivatives. Of these four superelds,
only WAB transforms covariantly under super-Weyl transformations [9]:
δWAB = HWAB (2.8)
The other three superelds transform non-covariantly; they describe all the non-Weyl
covariant degrees of freedom in H , and can be gauged away by a convenient (Wess-
Zumino) gauge choice.
δYAB = HYAB − 1
4
[raA,rBa]H (2.9)




r _Aa ,r _Ab
]
H (2.10)









Another nice feature of N = 2 superspace is that there exists a chiral density  and an










When one acts with this projector on any scalar supereld, one gets an antichiral
supereld (with the exception of WAB, only scalar chiral superelds exist in curved
N = 2 superspace). It is then possible to write chiral actions [11].
2.2 Degauging U(1)
The rst step for obtaining the Poincare theory is to couple to the conformal theory
an abelian vector multiplet (with central charge), described by a vector Aµ, a complex
scalar, a Lorentz-scalar SU(2) triplet and a spinorial SU(2) dublet. The vector Aµ
is the gauge eld of central charge transformations; it corresponds, in superspace, to
a 1-form A with a U(1) gauge invariance (the central charge transformation). This
1-form does not belong to the superspace geometry. Using the U(1) gauge invariance
we can set the gauge
Aj = (Aµ, 0) (2.13)
The eld strength F is a two-form satisfying its own Bianchi identities r[ΓFg = 0.
Here we split the U(2) superconnection ˜ab into a SU(2) superconnection 
ab
 and a








One has to impose covariant constraints on its components (like in the torsions), in
order to construct invariant actions:







By solving the F Bianchi identities with these constraints, we conclude that they














−rBb F aB + FXab + FXab
)
(2.17)
F ab j is an auxiliary eld; F aa = 0 if the multiplet is abelian (as it has to be in this
context). F is a Weyl covariant chiral supereld, with nonzero U(1) and Weyl weigths.
A superconformal chiral lagrangian for the vector multiplet is given by
L =
∫
F 2d4θ + h.c. (2.18)
In order to get a Poincare theory, we must break the superconformal and local abelian
(from the U(1) subgroup of U(2) - not the gauge invariance of Aµ) invariances. For
that, we set the Poincare gauge
F = F = 1 (2.19)
As a consequence, from the Bianchi and Ricci identities we get
ϕaA = 0 (2.20)
FAa = 0 (2.21)
Furthermore, Uab
A _A
is an SU(2) singlet, to be identied with the bosonic U(1) connection
(now an auxiliary eld):
Uab
A _A
= εabUA _A = ε
abϕA _A (2.22)
Other consequences are
FA _AB _B =
p
2i [εAB (W _A _B + Y _A _B) + ε _A _B (WAB + YAB)] (2.23)





(2.23) shows that Wmn is now related to the vector eld strength Fmn. Ymn emerges
as an auxiliary eld, like Xab (from (2.24)). We have, therefore, the minimal eld
representation of N = 2 Poincare supergravity, with a local SU(2) gauge symmetry





µ , Ymn, Um,
a
A, Xab, I (2.26)
Although the algebra closes with this multiplet, it does not admit a consistent la-
grangian because of the higher-dimensional scalar I [13].
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2.3 Degauging SU(2)
The second step is to break the remaining local SU(2) invariance. This symmetry can
be only partially broken (at most, to local SO(2)) through coupling to a compensating
so-called "improved tensor multiplet" [14, 15], or broken completely. In this work,
we take the later possibility. There are still two dierent versions of o-shell N = 2
supergravity without SO(2) symmetry, each with dierent physical degrees of freedom.
In both cases we start by imposing a constraint on the SU(2) parameter Lab which
restricts it to a compensating non-linear multiplet [16] 1:
raALbc = 0 (2.27)
From the transformation law of the SU(2) connection
δabM = −rMLab (2.28)






This constraint requires introducing a new fermionic supereld ρaA. We also introduce
its fermionic derivatives P (a complex scalar) andHm (see appendix B.4). The previous
SU(2) connection abµ is now an unconstrained auxiliary eld. The divergence of the





I. The full nonlinear constraint is





_AHA _A − 12A _Aab abA _A − 12UA











_BaW _A _B + 48ρ
Aaρ
_A
aUA _A − 48iρAarA _Aρ _Aa
+ 48iρ
_AarA _AρAa + 96iρAa abA _Aρ
_A
b (2.30)
which is equivalent to saying that I, now dened by (B.11), is no longer an independent
eld. From the structure equation












c − (−) ( $ )
}
(2.31)
and the constraint/denition (2.29), we can derive o-shell relations for the (still SU(2)
covariant) derivatives of ρaA, which we collect in appendix B.5.






µ , Ymn, Um,
a
A, Xab, Hm, P, ρ
a
A (2.32)
This is the formulation of N = 2 supergravity we are working with. The other pos-
sibility (also with SU(2) completely broken) is to further restrict the compensating
non-linear multiplet to an on-shell scalar multiplet [18]. We shall comment on this
version of N = 2 supergravity later, when we discuss our results.
1Actually, condition (2.27) restricts Lab to a tensor multiplet, which is the linearization of the
non-linear multiplet. This is enough for our analysis.
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2.4 N = 2 Poincare´ supergravity in superspace












































ψAaµ ψνAa − ψ _Aaµ ψν _Aa
) (























_Aa _Aa − 4eρAaW AABa + 4eρ _AaW _A_A _Ba + 2ieρAaρBa WAB + 2ieρ
_Aaρ
_B
a W _A _B













































































The nal solutions to the Bianchi identities in SU(2) N = 2 superspace are listed in
appendix B. We present both the expressions for the torsions and curvatures and the
o-shell dierential relations among the superelds (appendix B.5). As rst noticed in
[19], these solutions only depend on WAB (a physical eld at θ = 0), ρ
a
A (an auxiliary
eld at θ = 0), their complex conjugates and their covariant derivatives. Here we
present for completeness the full expansion of the (anti)chiral density  [20]:



























































































































iFµνFρλ − ψ aµAσA _Aν ψρλ _Aa + ψ aµ _AσA
_A
ν ψρλAa






This allows us to write, up to total derivatives,
LSG = − 3
4κ2
∫
d4θ + h.c. (2.35)
3 The supersymmetric R4 lagrangian
Our goal in this article is to supersymmetrize the fourth power of the Weyl tensor.
(There are indeed, in four dimensions, thirteen independent scalar fourth-degree poly-
nomials of the Riemann tensor, but we are only interested in a particular one. See [7]
for a complete discussion.) As mentioned before, WAB contains in its θ expansion the
antiself-dual part of the Weyl tensor (see (B.19)).
Analogously to [7], we write the supersymmetric R4 lagrangian in superspace, using






















= LSG + LR4 (3.1)
α is a (numerical) constant (we use a dierent denition from [7, 8]). Up to that
(unknown) numerical factor, this can be seen as a three-loop N = 2 supergravity
eective action or, equivalently, as a four dimensional N = 2 string/M-theory eective
action resulting from a compactication and truncation from ten/eleven dimensions.





































































Clearly, the term ακ4(0)φ(4) + h.c. includes a κ4eW2+W2− term (using the notation of
[7]).
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3.1 The lagrangian in components
We now proceed with the calculation of the components of φ and analysis of its eld
content. For that, we use the dierential constraints from the solution to the Bianchi
identities and the commutation relations listed in appendix B to compute the compo-
nents in (3.4). The process is straightforward but lengthy.
We start by expanding φ as
φ = W 2r _Aarb_Ar
_B
ar _BbW 2 −W 2r _Aar _Barb_Ar _BbW
2






_B _CW _B _C _Ab − 64iW 2X ba
(
r _AaW _B _C
)
W _B _C _Ab






























W _C _D _Ba












iW 2Y _A _B
(





iW 2Y _A _BW
_B _Cr _Aa _Ca (3.5)
All the terms in (3.5) can be immediately computed by using the dierential relations in
appendix B.5, except for the rst two, which require a substantial amount of derivatives
to compute.
3.1.1 Calculation of r _AaW 2 and r _Bbr _AaW 2
In order to compute r _AaW 2, we use the known relation for r _AaW _C _D:






With this result, we can compute
r _Bbr _AaW 2 = 4i
(
r _BbW _C _D
)
W _C _D _Aa + 4iW
_C _Dr _BbW _C _D _Aa
− 4
3
(r _BbW _A _C)  _Ca −
4
3
W _A _Cr _Bb _Ca (3.7)
The eld content implicit in these relations may be seen from the dierential relations
in appendix B.5.
3.1.2 Calculation of r _Ccr _Bbr _AaW 2
From the previous result, we can compute
r _Ccr _Bbr _AaW 2 = 4i
(
r _Ccr _BbW _D _E
)
W _D _E _Aa − 4i
(
r _BbW _D _E
)
r _CcW _D _E _Aa
+ 4i
(
r _CcW _D _E
)




(r _Ccr _BbW _A _D)  _Da +
4
3




(r _CcW _A _D)r _Bb _Da −
4
3
W _A _Dr _Ccr _Bb _Da (3.8)
We got some second spinorial derivatives of superelds, as expected, which we can
compute by dierentiating some of the relations in appendix B.5. We list here the
results:
r _Ccr _BbW _A _D = 2ir _CcW _A _D _Bb −
2
3
ε _B _Ar _Cc _Db (3.9)
r _Ccr _BbW _D _E _Aa = −εabr _CcW _D _E _A _B − 2εab
(
r _CcY _B _D
)
W _E _A − 2εabY _B _Dr _CcW _E _A
+ 2ε _B _A
(




b − 2ε _B _AW _D _E _Far _Ccρ _Fb
− 2ε _B _A
(
r _CcY _D _EEa
)
ρEb + 2ε _B _AY _D _EEar _CcρEb − ε _B _Ar _CcrE_DE _Eab
+ ε _B _A
E e
_D a
r _CcE _Eeb − 2iε _B _D (r _CcXab)W _E _A − 2iε _B _DXabr _CcW _E _A
− iεabε _E _Ar _CcrE_DUE _B + εabε _E _Aε _B _DUF
_Fr _CcUF _F
+ 2iε _E _A
(
r _CcY _B _D
)
Xab + 2iε _E _AY _B _Dr _CcXab +
1
6
εabε _E _Aε _B _Dr _CcR
+ εabε _E _Aε _B _DW
ABr _CcYAB + 2εabε _E _Aε _B _DXder _CcXde (3.10)
r _Ccr _Bb _Aa =
i
8
εabε _B _Ar _CcI −
3
2













_E _Fr _CcW _E _F + 6Xabr _CcY _B _A
+ 6Y _B _Ar _CcXab (3.11)
For (3.11) we need r _CcI, which we compute here.
r _CcI = 4r _CcR− 48Xabr _CcXab − 12WABr _CcYAB − 12W _A _Br _CcY _A _B
− 12Y _A _Br _CcW _A _B − 24UF _Fr _CcUF _F + 3Pr _CcP + 3HF _Fr _CcHF _F
− 24F _Fab r _CcabF _F − 6r _CcrF























_Aar _CcW _B_A _B a
− 96iWABρAar _CcρaB − 96iW _A _Bρ _Aar _Ccρa_B + 48iρ _Aaρa_Br _CcW
_A _B
− 48UA _A (r _CcρAa) ρa_A + 48UA
_AρAar _Ccρa_A − 48ρAaρa_Ar _CcUA
_A
+ 48i (r _CcρAa)rA _Aρa_A − 48iρAar _CcrA
_Aρa_A − 48i (r _Ccρ _Aa)rA
_AρaA
+ 48iρ _Aar _CcrA _AρaA + 96iabA _Aρ
_A





b r _CcabA _A (3.12)
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3.1.3 Calculation of r _Ddr _Ccr _Bbr _AaW 2
From the previous result, we can proceed computing:
r _Ddr _Ccr _Bbr _AaW 2 = −
4
3
(r _Ddr _Ccr _BbW _A _E)  _Ea −
4
3




(r _Ddr _BbW _A _E)r _Cc _Ea −
4
3
(r _BbW _A _E)r _Ddr _Cc _Ea
−4
3
(r _Ddr _CcW _A _E)r _Bb _Ea +
4
3
(r _CcW _A _E)r _Ddr _Bb _Ea
−4
3
(r _DdW _A _E)r _Ccr _Bb _Ea −
4
3
W _A _Er _Ddr _Ccr _Bb _Ea
+4i
(
r _Ddr _Ccr _BbW _E _F
)
W _E _F _Aa + 4i
(
r _Ccr _BbW _E _F
)
r _DdW _E _F _Aa
−4i
(
r _Ddr _BbW _E _F
)
r _CcW _E _F _Aa + 4i
(
r _BbW _E _F
)
r _Ddr _CcW _E _F _Aa
+4i
(
r _Ddr _CcW _E _F
)
r _BbW _E _F _Aa − 4i
(
r _CcW _E _F
)
r _Ddr _BbW _E _F _Aa
+4i
(
r _DdW _E _F
)
r _Ccr _BbW _E _F _Aa + 4iW _E _Fr _Ddr _Ccr _BbW _E _F _Aa(3.13)
As expected, we get some third spinorial derivatives of superelds, which we can com-
pute by dierentiating some of the relations from the previous section and in appendix
B.5. We list here the results:
r _Ddr _Ccr _BbW _E _F = 2ir _Ddr _CcW _E _F _Bb −
2
3
ε _B _Er _Ddr _Cc _Fb (3.14)
r _Ddr _Ccr _BbW _E _F _Aa = −εabr _Ddr _CcW _E _F _A _B − 2εab
(





r _CcY _B _E
)
r _DdW _F _A − 2εab
(
r _DdY _B _E
)
r _CcW _F _A
− 2εabY _B _Er _Ddr _CcW _F _A − 2ε _B _A
(





− 2ε _B _A
(
r _CcW _E _F _Ga
)
r _Ddρ _Gb + 2ε _B _A
(
r _DdW _E _F _Ga
)
r _Ddρ _Gb
− 2ε _B _AW _E _F _Gar _Ddr _Ccρ _Gb − 2ε _B _A
(
r _Ddr _CcY _E _FEa
)
ρEb
− 2ε _B _A
(
r _CcY _E _FEa
)
r _DdρEb + 2ε _B _A
(
r _DdY _E _FEa
)
r _DdρEb
− 2ε _B _AY _E _FEar _Ddr _CcρEb − ε _B _Ar _Ddr _CcrE_EE _Fab
+ 2ε _B _A
E e
_E a
r _Ddr _CcE _Feb − 2ε _B _A
(
r _CcE e_E a
)
r _DdE _Feb





+ εabε _E _Aε _B _FU
G _Gr _Ddr _CcUG _G − 2iε _B _E (r _Ddr _CcXab)W _F _A
+ 2iε _B _E (r _CcXab)r _DdW _F _A − 2iε _B _E (r _DdXab)r _CcW _F _A
− 2iε _B _EXabr _Ddr _CcW _F _A − 2iε _A _E (r _Ddr _CcXab)Y _F _B
+ 2iε _A _E (r _CcXab)r _DdY _F _B − 2iε _A _E (r _DdXab)r _CcY _F _B
− 2iε _A _EXabr _Ddr _CcY _F _B + εabε _E _Aε _B _FWABr _Ddr _CcYAB








εabε _E _Aε _B _Fr _Ddr _CcR (3.15)
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r _Ddr _Ccr _Bb _Aa = −
3
2










r _DdW _E _F
)










r _DdY _E _F
)




_E _Fr _Ddr _CcW _E _F
+ 6 (r _DdXab)r _CcY _B _A + 6Xabr _Ddr _CcY _B _A + 6Y _B _Ar _Ddr _CcXab
+ 6 (r _DdY _B _A)r _CcXab +
i
8
εabε _B _Ar _Ddr _CcI (3.16)
These results require knowing some second spinorial derivatives of superelds we
have not computed yet. We present them here:
r _Ddr _CcW _E _F _A _B = −4i
(
r _DdY _B _A
)
W _B _E _Fc − 4iY _B _Ar _DdW _B _E _Fc
− 8ε _C _F (r _DdX ec )W _A _B _Ee + 8ε _C _FX ec r _DdW _A _B _Ee
− 2i
(
r _DdY _A _B
)
W _E _F _Cc − 2iY _A _Br _DdW _E _F _Cc − 2iε _C _Fr _DdrE_EY _A _BEc




Y _A _BEc + 3ε _C _FU
E
_E
r _DdY _A _BEc (3.17)
r _Ddr _Ccρ _Bb = −ε _C _Br _DdXcb − iεcbr _DdY _B _C + 2ρ _Bcr _Ddρ _Cb − 2ρ _Cbr _Ddρ _Bc (3.18)
r _Ddr _CcρBb =
i
4
εcbr _DdHB _C − εcbr _DdUB _C + ir _DdB _Ccb + 2ρBcr _Ddρ _Cb
− 2ρ _Cbr _DdρBc (3.19)




Y _C _B + 2iεacUA _Ar _DdY _C _B
− iεac (r _DdUA _C)Y _A _B − iεacUA _Cr _DdY _A _B − εacε _C _Br _DdrB_AWAB





− 2ε _C _BUA _Ar _DdXac (3.20)
r _Ddr _CcB _Bba = 2iεbcε _B _Cr _DdW ABA a +
2
3


























B _Bea − 4εcbρe_Cr _DdB _Bea









B _Bca − 2ρ _Cbr _DdB _Bca (3.21)
r _Ddr _CcUB _B = −r _DdY _B _CBc − ε _B _Cr _DdW AAB c +
2
3
iε _B _Cr _DdBc (3.22)
r _Ddr _CcR = 4ir _DdrB_CW ABA c + 12 (r _DdXcb)W
_Bb
_C _B
+ 12Xcbr _DdW _Bb_C _B





Y _C _BBc + 12U





+ 4UB_Cr _DdW CBC c (3.23)
Because of the r _Ddr _CcI term in r _Ddr _Ccr _Bb _Aa, we will also need the following
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terms:
r _Ddr _CcP = −8ir _DdW _B_C _B c −
4
3


















UC _C − 4iρCc r _DdUC _C − 8r _DdrC _CρCc
− 8
(
r _Dd bC _Cc
)
ρCb − 8 bC _Ccr _DdρCb (3.24)
r _Ddr _CcHB _B = 8iε _C _Br _DdW AAB c +
4
3
ε _C _Br _DdBc + 4ε _C _BWBCr _DdρCc
− 4iε _C _BXbcr _DdρbB + 4iε _C _BρbBr _DdXbc − 2ε _C _BPr _DdρBc
− 2ε _C _BHB _Ar _Ddρ _Ac + 2ε _C _Bρ _Ac r _DdHB _A − 4Y _C _Br _DdρBc
+ 4ρBcr _DdY _C _B − 2iUB _Br _Ddρ _Cc + 2iρ _Ccr _DdUB _B
+ 8B _Bbcr _Ddρb_C − 8ρb_Cr _DdB _Bbc − 4r _DdrB _Bρ _Cc
+ 8r _DdrB _Cρ _Bc + 8ρb_Br _DdB _Cbc − 8B _Cbcr _Ddρb_B (3.25)
r _Ddr _CcBb = 3iεcbr _DdrB _BW _B_C + 3iεcbr _DdrA_CYAB − 3r _DdrB _CXcb
+ 6i (r _DdUB _C)Xcb + 6iUB _Cr _CcXcb (3.26)




WBC − εcbεBCr _Ddr _BA Y _B _C





− 2εBCUA _Cr _DdXcb (3.27)
r _Ddr _CcYAB = 2ir _DdYAB _Cc (3.28)
r _Ddr _CcY _A _B =
2
3
ε _C _Br _Dd _Ac (3.29)
r _Ddr _CcXab = −
2
3
iεcar _Dd _Cb (3.30)
When a spinor derivative acts on a vector derivative of a supereld, rst we commute
the two derivatives with the help of the torsions and curvatures listed in the appendix
B. Then we use the gauge choices (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) to write
rµj = rµ (3.31)
rµ is a Lorentz and SU(2) covariant derivative. For an arbitrary supereld G we have
then








m r _AaGj (3.32)
The equations we have been obtaining allow us to determine the eld content of φj, by
replacing the equations with fewer spinorial derivatives (starting from the dierential
relations in appendix B.5) in the ones with more spinorial derivatives, and by suitable
index contraction and derivative commutation.
This same relations (more precisely, their complex conjugates) will also be useful
for calculating the higher θ components of φ. Other dierential relations will be ne-
cessary: the series of spinorial derivatives will act on φj, which after the full component
expansion contains much more elds (not only WAB). These elds will also be acted
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on by four spinorial derivatives, which we have not computed (and, as we will see next
section, we don’t need to). The computations are straightforward, like the one we did
for W
2
. Rather than performing them, we prefer to deduce some of their properties,
using the results we have.
4 The field equations for the auxiliary fields
Having seen how to obtain the supersymmetric R4 lagrangian in components, we
are now in a position to analyze the auxiliary eld sector. Our main goal is to gure
out which auxiliary elds, with this R4 correction, do not get spacetime derivatives in
the action (i.e. have an algebraic eld equation and can be eliminated on-shell), and
which do get. We start by the N = 2 case, the lagrangian of which we have been
determining. Then we summarize the N = 1 case, which we analyzed in previous
works, and we compare the two cases.
4.1 The N = 2 case
We start by recalling that, in pure supergravity, both in N = 1 and in N = 2, the
auxiliary elds are equal to 0 on-shell [20].
Just by looking at the dierential relations in appendix B.5, it is immediate to
conclude that, if a r _BbW _C _D _Aa term shows up in the lagrangian, one gets derivatives of
ab
A _B
and of Um. This term shows up already in r _Bbr _AaW 2 (which shows up, by itself,
in higher θ components of φ). Dotted spinor derivatives of ab
A _B
and Um will introduce
the physical supereldsW _C _D,W _C _D _Aa, Y _C _DAa and the auxiliary superelds Y _C _D, Xab,Aa
(but not  _Aa). It also introduces a derivative of the supereld ρ _Aa. These superelds
get then one derivative - ρ _Aa actually gets two - in the term r _Ccr _Bbr _AaW 2.
Just by inspection, we expect these auxiliary elds to have derivatives. To actually
compute the coecient of their derivative terms is a hard task - basically it would
be equivalent to computing all the terms in the lagrangian, which would require an
enormous amount of algebra. Fortunately, it is possible to compute their leading
derivative terms using a simple trick.
In the previous section we obtained φj. To compute higher θ terms, we act on
φj with undotted spinor derivatives. From (3.3) we see that these derivatives either
act on W 2, Xab or Y _A _B - giving rise to the equations we got in computing φj, but
complex-conjugated -, or they act on four dotted spinorial derivatives of W
2
. Each
undotted derivative can be anticommuted with a dotted one (giving rise to a vector
derivative and curvature terms), until it nally acts in W
2
- resulting 0. Therefore, the
higher θ terms of φ are either products of terms we already know from φj, or overall
vector derivatives. Since the higher θ terms are multiplied, in the action (3.2), by a
corresponding term of the chiral density, we can integrate by parts the derivatives in
the higher θ terms and have them acting in the chiral density! Therefore, all the lower
θ4−n terms in the chiral density are acted in the action by n vector derivatives. Looking
at the chiral density in (2.34), we conclude that Xab and Ymn have terms with at least
two derivative in the action, and Aa has terms with at least one derivative in the
action. These terms cannot be eliminated by integration by parts.
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Furthermore, Um and 
ab
m also get derivatives in the action. The reason is the
following: the vector derivatives we get come from superspace and, therefore, are (or
can be made) Lorentz and U(2) covariant. 2 The physical theory should be only Lorentz
invariant; the U(1) and SU(2) connections should be seen respectively as the Um and
abm auxiliary elds. Therefore, terms with n vector (Lorentz and U(2) covariant)
derivatives give rise to n− 1 vector Lorentz covariant derivatives of Um and abm .
Derivatives of superelds P and Hm still have not appeared up to now. By our
previous arguments, if these derivatives do not appear in φj, they do not appear at all.
Therefore, all that is left to do is check that φj has no derivatives of P and Hm.
These superelds only appear through I in (2.30), which shows up already in
r _Bbr _AaW 2. I itself has a divergence rB _BHB _B and derivatives rB _Bρ _Aa. All these
derivatives just show up because of I; both of them introduce vector derivatives of P
and Hm through r _AHB _B and r _Bρ _Aa. The precise expression is r _BI, which is given by
(3.12). Now, here a surprise happens: the contributions from rB _BHB _B and rB _Bρ _Aa
precisely cancel in such a way that r _BI contains no derivatives of P or of Hm (not
even rB _BHB _B). This result is easily obtained from (3.12). This shows that derivatives
of P and Hm do not come up to r _Ccr _Bbr _AaW 2.
These derivatives can come in r _Ddr _Ccr _Bbr _AaW 2 from several dierent contri-
butions. We have not nished checking their full cancellation yet, but the partial
results we have make us belive this cancellation is real (e.g. we veried the cancella-
tion of the terms proportional to ab
A _A
, which come both from r _Ddr _Ccr _BbW _E _F _Aa and
r _Ddr _Ccr _Bb _Aa). The full result will come soon.
Our results indicate that in N = 2 "old minimal" supergravity with the R4 correc-
tion, the bosonic auxiliary elds from the compensating nonlinear multiplet do not get
derivatives and can still be eliminated. Auxiliary elds from the Weyl (Ymn, Aa, Um,
abm) and vector (Xab) multiplets get derivatives and cannot be eliminated.
The only unclear result is the behavior of the fundamental (in terms of which all the
others are dened) auxiliary eld ρaA. Derivatives of ρ
a
A are not generated by the process
of integration by parts we mentioned, but they are constantly being generated in the
computation of φj - already in rc_CabA _A, then in rc_C _Aa, rc_CP , rc_CHB _B, by torsion
and curvature terms and by second and higher spinorial derivatives of W _A _B and other
superelds. It would be a miracle that all these derivative terms would cancel, but we
have not shown that they do not cancel and we cannot rule it out! If that was the case
that the derivatives would cancel, the eld equation for ρaA would be some function
of the \dynamical" auxiliary elds and their derivatives, such that when replaced in
their denitions - the o-shell dierential relations in appendix B.4 -, it would result
in dierential (i.e. dynamical) eld equations for these elds.
As a side remark, we point out that the Poincare multiplet we are working with is
reducible [18]. One can restrict the nonlinear multiplet to an on-shell scalar multiplet.
This reduction generates a minimal 32+32 multiplet (not to be confused with (2.26))
2In this paper, they are just SU(2) covariant, by our choice. The choice of tangent group in
superspace is a matter of convenience. We could have kept the U(2) covariance, and the argument in
the text would be valid directly, but we broke this covariance to SU(2). We get them extra Um terms
- Um was the U(1) connection -, which would be reabsorbed in the derivatives, if the U(2) covariance
had been kept.
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with new physical degrees of freedom. In this process, one eliminates aA, P and Hm.
Although the nature of the elimination of the auxiliary elds is completely dierent in
the two cases - in this one, the elimination of auxiliary elds is a eld redenition and
not a eld equation, and with a dierent result for aA -, it is interesting to see another
example in which P and Hm could be eliminated.
4.2 The N = 1 case
The elds of N = 1 conformal supergravity multiplet are the graviton emµ , the gravitino
ψAµ and a U(1) gauge eld Aµ. (The dilation gauge eld Bµ can be gauged away.) Just
with these elds, the superconformal algebra closes o-shell. Each one of these is a
gauge eld; the corresponding gauge invariances must be considered when counting the
number of degrees of freedom. In particular, Aµ has 4-1=3 degrees of freedom [21, 22].
To obtain the "old minimal" formulation of N = 1 Poincare supergravity [23,
24], we take the superconformally invariant action of a chiral multiplet. In order to
break the superconformal and local U(1) invariances, one must impose some constraint
which restricts the parameters of their transformation rules to the chiral multiplet. In
superspace that is achieved by setting to 0 the fermionic part of the U(1) connection
[10]:
A = 0 (4.1)
This constraint implies the known o-shell constraints and dierential relations between
the N = 1 supergravity superelds R,Gm,WABC :







rB _AG _AC +rC _AG _AB
)
(4.4)
which imply the relation
r2R−r2R = 96irnGn (4.5)
The (anti)chirality condition on R,R implies their θ = 0 components (resp. the
auxiliary elds M − iN,M + iN) lie in antichiral/chiral multiplets; (4.3) shows the
spin-1/2 parts of the gravitino lie on the same multiplets and, according to (4.5), so
does ∂µAµ (because Gmj = Am).3
In previous works, we have considered a similar problem to the one in the present
paper: supersymmetrizing R4 in the "old minimal" formulation of N = 1 supergra-
vity [8]. When we took the superspace action which included this term, we obtained
algebraic eld equations for R,R. According to (4.5), rnGn also obbeys an algebraic
equation. The auxiliary elds that belong to the compensating multiplet can still be
eliminated. This is not the case for the auxiliary elds which come from the Weyl
multiplet (Am), as we obtained, in the same work, a dierential eld equation for Gm.
3The remaining scalar off-shell degree of freedom is the trace of the metric.
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4.3 Possible generalizations
It would be interesting to gure out how the results we got can be generalized. Both
N = 1 and N = 2 supergravities admit other minimal formulations, with dierent
choices of compensating multiplets and dierent sets of auxiliary elds. In "new mini-
mal" N = 1 [25], the chiral compensating multiplet is replaced by a compensating
tensor multiplet that still breaks conformal invariance but leaves the local U(1) in-
variance unbroken. In the "new minimal" N = 2 [14], one still has the compensating
vector multiplet that breaks conformal and local U(1) invariances, but the nonlinear
multiplet is replaced by an "improved tensor" compensating multiplet that breaks local
SU(2) to local SO(2).
The obvious conjecture is that both in N = 1 and N = 2 the auxiliary elds from
the tensor multiplets do not get derivatives, while the auxiliary elds from the Weyl
(and vector in N = 2) multiplets do get. This conjecture needs to be proven! We
leave more concrete results to another work. First, we notice that, in the cases we
analyzed, the auxiliary elds that can be eliminated come from multiplets which, on-
shell, have no physical elds; while the auxiliary elds that get derivatives come from
multiplets with physical els on-shell (the graviton, the gravitino(s) and, in N = 2,
the vector). Our general conjecture for R4 supergravity, which is fully conrmed in the
\old minimal" N = 1 case, can now be stated: the auxiliary elds which come from
multiplets with on-shell physical elds cannot be eliminated, but the ones that come
from compensating multiplets that, on shell, have no physical elds, can.
This analysis should also be extended to nonminimal versions of these theories.
These nonminimal versions would have fermionic auxiliary elds (also in N = 1).
Maybe by understanding the behavior of these fermionic auxiliary elds (and the ones
in "new minimal" N = 2) we could understand better - and explain - the puzzle that
remains from this paper: the behavior of ρaA in "old minimal" N = 2 supergravity.
A generalization of these results to N = 3, 4 Poincare supergravity theories, which
can also be seen as broken superconformal theories, is more dicult. This is because
these theories do not have an o-shell formulation in conventional superspace. A
formulation like this could still be possible, but either in harmonic superspace or with
multiplets with central charge.
5 Conclusions
We wrote down an action containing an R4 correction to "old minimal" N = 2
supergravity. We analyzed its auxiliary eld sector, and we concluded that the auxiliary
elds belonging to the Weyl and compensating vector multiplets acquire derivatives
with these correction and cannot be eliminated on-shell. We checked that the leading
terms with derivatives for the bosonic auxiliary elds from the compensating nonlinear
multiplets cancel; we have not been able to reach a denitive conclusion about the
fermionic auxiliary eld from this multiplet, although it is possible that it too does not
have terms with derivatives in the action.
In "old minimal" N = 1 supergravity a similar result is valid: the auxiliary eld
from the Weyl multiplet cannot be eliminated on-shell with the R4 correction, while
the ones from the chiral compensating multiplet can. We then conjectured that analo-
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gous results about the Weyl and compensating multiplets should be valid for the other
versions of N = 1, 2 supergravity. In general, we conjecture that auxiliary elds which
come from multiplets with on-shell physical elds cannot be eliminated, but the ones
that come from compensating multiplets without any on shell physical elds can be
eliminated. These results should help to clarify the structure of the supersymmetric
R4 actions in more complicated and less understood theories, either with more super-
symmetries (in d = 4) or in higher dimensions.
The direct supersymmetrization of higher order terms in 10 and 11 dimensions
has been an active topic of research, although lots of questions remain open. Some
superinvariants associated with the R4 term have been studied [26, 27, 28, 29, 30,
31, 32], but complete supersymmetric eective actions including all the leading order
corrections to supergravity are still lacking. In M-theory, because of the absence of
a microscopical formulation, the construction of superinvariants would be even more
important. Hopefully the results we have been getting in four dimensions will provide
some insight for the higher dimensional theories!
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A N = 2 SU(2) superspace conventions
We work with standard SU(2) N = 2 superspace. We dene
VM = (Vm, VAa, V _Bb) (A.1)
A, _B are spinor indices, the algebra of which being exactly the same as the N = 1
case, which is fully explained in [7, 8]. a is an internal SU(2) index, which is raised
and lowered with an SU(2)-invariant εab tensor, just like the spinor indices: T a =
εabTb, Ta = T
bεba. We take ε12 = 1. The basic rule of our conventions (dierent from
other conventions in the literature) is that we use the northwest rule in every index
(spinor or SU(2)) contraction. The complex conjugation rules are
V aA = V _Aa, V
Aa = −V _Aa , VAa = −V a_A , V Aa = V
_Aa, εab = ε
ab, χAaψBb = −χAa ψBb (A.2)
All other conventions regarding spacetime metrics, the Riemann tensor, Pauli matrices,
superspace torsions and curvatures are the same as in [7, 8].




T abmA _B = −2iεabσmA _B
T abmAB , T
abm
_A _B = 0
T _AaBbCc, TAa _Bb _Cc = 0
TAaBbCc, T _Aa _Bb _Cc = 0
T amnA , T
amn
_A = 0
TA _ABbCc = −
i
2
εbc (εABUC _A + εACUB _A)
TA _A _Bb _Cc =
i
2
εbc (ε _A _BUA _C + ε _A _CUA _B)
TA _ABb _Cc = −εbc (εABW _A _C + ε _A _CYAB)− iεABε _A _CXbc
TA _A _BbCc = εbc (εACY _A _B + ε _A _BWAC) + iεACε _A _BXbc
Tmnp = 0
TA _AB _BCc = −ε _A _BWABCc − εABY _A _BCc
TA _AB _B _Cc = εABW _A _B _Cc + ε _A _BYAB _Cc (B.1)
B.2 Lorentz curvatures
RAaBbCD = −2iεABεabYCD + 2 (εACεBD + εADεBC)Xab
RAaBb _C _D = −2iεABεabW _C _D
R _Aa _BbCD = −2iε _A _BεabWCD
R _Aa _Bb _C _D = −2iε _A _BεabY _C _D + 2 (ε _A _Cε _B _D + ε _A _Dε _B _C)Xab
R _AaBbCD = εab (εBCUD _A + εBDUC _A)
R _AaBb _C _D = −εab (ε _A _CUB _D + ε _A _DUB _C)
RA _ABbCD = −iεBCYAD _Ab + iεABYCD _Ab +
1
8
(εACεBD + εADεBC)  _Ab

















εABε _A _C _Db
RA _A _Bb _C _D = −iε _B _CY _A _DAb + iε _A _BY _C _DAb +
1
8
(ε _A _Cε _B _D + ε _A _Dε _B _C) Ab
RA _AB _BCD = εABPCD _A _B +
1
12
ε _A _B (εACεBD + εADεBC)R+ ε _A _BWABCD
RA _AB _B _C _D = ε _A _BPAB _C _D +
1
12
εAB (ε _A _Cε _B _D + ε _A _Dε _B _C)R+ εABW _A _B _C _D (B.2)
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B.3 SU(2) curvatures
RAaBbcd = −2εAB (εbdXac − εadXbc)− 2i (εacεbd + εadεbc)YAB
R _Aa _Bbcd = −2ε _A _B (εbdXac − εadXbc)− 2i (εacεbd + εadεbc)Y _A _B
RAa _Bbcd = −2 (εacεbd + εadεbc)UA _B












d − YAB _Ecρ _Ed +
1
2









W _A _B _Ecρ
_E
d − Y _A _BEcρEd −
1
2







In conformal supergravity, all torsions and curvatures can be expressed in terms of
the basic superelds WAB, YAB, UA _A, Xab, their complex conjugates and their covari-
ant derivatives (see section B.4). This is obvious except for RA _AB _Bcd, which may be
rewritten as










rCcY _A _BCd + iXcdY _A _B − iXcdW _A _B
)
(B.3)
After breaking of superconformal invariance and local U(2), the basic superelds
in the Poincare theory become the physical eld WAB and the auxiliary eld ρ
a
A. All
torsions and curvatures can be expressed in terms of these superelds, their complex
conjugates and their covariant derivatives (see sections B.4 and B.5).
B.4 Definitions
Here we present the denitions of the superelds of "old minimal" N = 2 supergravity
in terms of WAB and ρ
a
A. The complex conjugates can be easily obtained from the




































rAaρ _Ab −r _AaρAb − 4ρAaρ _Ab
)
(B.7)
P = ir _Aaρ _Aa (B.8)
HA _A = −iraAρ _Aa + ira_AρAa (B.9)
Aa = −irAb Xab (B.10)
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(εABCa + εACBa) (B.12)















rb_Ar _Bb − 2Y _A _B
)
W _C _D
PAB _C _D =
i
8
rbArBbY _C _D +
i
8
rb_Cr _DbYAB − YABY _C _D −WABW _C _D










_A _BY _A _B
)
− 6XabXab + 6U2 (B.16)
Xab, YAB, Um,Aa _Ab, P,HA _A are auxiliary elds; I is a dependent eld. In the
linearized approximation, WABCcj and YAB _Ccj are the gravitino curls and WABCDj,




ψABCc +    (B.17)
Y _A _BCcj = −
1
8
ψ _A _BCc +    (B.18)
WABCDj = −1
8
W+µνρσσµνABσρσCD +    (B.19)











+    (B.20)
Rj = −R+    (B.21)
B.5 Off-shell differential relations
These o-shell dierential relations among superelds are direct consequences of the









εabHA _B − εabUA _B − iabA _B + 2ρbAρa_B (B.23)
r _CcWAB = 0,rCcW _A _B = 0 (B.24)
rAaWBC = −2iWBCAa + 1
3
(εABCa + εACBa) (B.25)
rAaXbc = i
3
(εabAc + εacAb) (B.26)
rAaYBC = −1
3
(εABCa + εACBa) (B.27)
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r _AaYBC = 2iYBC _Aa (B.28)




ra_AP = 0,raAP = 0 (B.30)
raAP = −8iW BaAB −
4
3
aA − 8ρBaWAB + 2PρaA + 2ρ _AaHA _A
− 4iρ _AaUA _A − 8rA _Aρ _Aa − 8abA _Aρ
_A
b (B.31)






− 4εABρ _AaW _A _B − 4iεABρ _BbXba
− 2εABPρa_B − 2εABρCaHC _B + 4ρa_BYAB + 2iρaAUB _B
− 8ρAbabB _B + 8ρBbabA _B − 4rB _BρaA + 8rA _BρaB (B.32)














− 2εabYABρc_B + iεabρ
c
AUB _B − 2iεabρcBUA _B
− 4εabρAddcB _B − 2εabrB _Bρ
c


























rB _BW BA +r _AA Y _A _B
)
− 3rA _BXab − 6iUA _BXab (B.35)
r _BbW _C _D _Aa = εbaW _C _D _A _B +
1
12
(ε _A _Cε _B _D + ε _A _Dε _B _C)R− ε _B _ArC_CCb _Da
+ iεbaε _C _ArC_DUC _B + 2ε _B _AW _C _D _Ebρ
_E
a − 2ε _B _AY _C _DEbρEa
+ ε _B _A
Ce
_CbCe _Da + 2εbaY _C _BW _D _A + εbaε _C _Bε _D _AW
CDYCD
+ εbaε _C _Bε _D _AX
2 + εbaε _C _Bε _D _AU
2 + 2iε _D _AY _C _BXba
+ 2iε _C _BW _D _AXba (B.36)
rBbW _C _D _Aa = εabrB _AW _C _D + εabε _A _Cr _BB W _B _D − εabε _A _CrC _DYBC
+ iε _A _CrB _DXab − 2ε _A _CUB _DXab + iεabUB _AW _C _D
+ 2iεabε _A _CU
_B
B W _B _D (B.37)
r _BbYCD _Aa = εbaPCD _B _A + iεbarC _AUD _B − ε _B _Ar _CC Da _Cb
− 2ε _B _AWCDEbρEa + 2ε _B _AYCD _Ebρ _Ea + ε _B _A _CeCb Da _Ce
+ εbaWCDW _B _A + εbaYCDY _B _A − εbaε _B _AW EC YED
− iε _B _AXabYCD + iε _B _AXabWCD + εbaUC _AUD _B (B.38)
rBbYCD _Aa = εbaεBCr _CD W _C _A − εbarD _AYBC + iεBCrD _AXab
− iεbaYCDUB _A + 2iεbaYBCUD _A + 2εBCUD _AXba (B.39)
r _EeW _A _B _C _D = −2iε _E _CrECY _A _BEe − 4iY _E _CW _A _B _De − 8ε _E _CX fe W _A _B _Df
+ 3ε _E _CY _A _BEeU
E
_D − 2iW _A _B _EeY _C _D (B.40)
rAaW _A _B _C _D = 2irA _CW _A _B _Da + UA _CW _A _B _Da + 4iW _C _DY _A _BAa (B.41)
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r _EePCD _B _A = 2irC _EY _A _BDe − irC _AY _E _BDe + iε _E _BrC _AW EDE e − 2iYCD _EeY _A _B
− iY _E _AYCD _Be + iε _E _AW EC YED _Be − 2iWCDW _A _B _Ee
− iε _E _AWCDW _C_B _C e − 5ε _E _AX fe YCD _Bf − 2ε _E _AWCDFeUF_B





UC _BY _E _ADe + 2UC _EY _A _BDe (B.42)
r _AaR = −irB _BY _A _BBa + 3irB_AW CBC a + 10XabW
_Bb
_A _B
− 2iW _B_C _B aY
_C
_A










Using (B.38) and (B.39), one may compute rB _BY _A _BBa; replacing in (B.43), we get the
more convenient expression




− 6iW _C _B _AaY _C _B + 12UB _BY _A _BBa + 4UB_AW CBC a (B.44)
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